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Thiss dissertation contains six essays that contribute to our 
understandingg of why financial integration, increased international 
trade,, and technological progress can be characterized as a mixed 
blessing.. All chapters rely on the assumption that the behavior of 
heterogeneouss market participants is constrained by the amount 
andd quality of the information they possess. The author studies 
empiricallyy the determinants of the maturity structure of external 
debtt of emerging markets and argues that short-term capital flows 
aree mainly destabilizing. He develops theoretical models to study 
thee determinants and timing of a balance of payments crisis when 
coordinationn problems among speculators are important and when 
locationn of investors matters for the moment of capital flight. 
Thee last two theoretical chapters of the dissertation deal with the 
dynamicc relationship between trade liberalization and the labor 
markett respectively the potential for technological progress to 
increasee both income inequality and unemployment of, especially 
low-skilled,, workers persistently. Throughout the thesis the author 
givess specific policy recommendations to avoid these undesirable 
sidee effects of globalization. 
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